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Enhanced interaction between light and molecules adsorbed on metallic nanoparticles is a cornerstone of plasmonics and surface-enhanced spectroscopies. Recent experimental access to the electronic absorption spectrum of dye molecules on silver colloids at low molecular coverage has revealed subtle changes in the spectral shape that may be attributed to a combination of factors, from a chemical modification of the molecule in contact with a metal surface to electromagnetic dye–dye and dye–metal interactions. Here we develop an original model to rigorously address the electromagnetic effects. The dye molecules are described as coupled anisotropic polarisable dipoles and their interaction with the core metal particle is described using a generalised Mie theory. The theory is readily amenable to numerical implementation and yields far-field optical cross-sections that can be compared to experimental results. We apply this model to specific adsorption geometries of practical interest to highlight the effect of molecular orientation on predicted spectral shifts and enhancement factors, as a function of surface coverage. These are compared to experimental results and reproduce the measured spectral changes as a function of concentration. These results have direct implications for the interpretation of surface selection rules and enhancement factors in surface-enhanced spectroscopies, and of orientation and coverage effects in molecular/plasmonic resonance coupling experiments.

Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) such as gold or silver colloids can sustain localised plasmon resonances, conferring them unique optical properties that find a wide range of potential applications.1–7 A remarkable example is surface-enhanced spectroscopy (Raman, but also fluorescence) of molecular species in close proximity to a metal surface.8,9 The nanoparticles act as resonant antennas for light, funnelling and amplifying the electromagnetic field, resulting in dramatic enhancements of the rate of excitation and re-emission of light by molecular species.10 This process was recently probed at a more basic level with a direct access to the influence of the metal nanoparticle on light absorption by dye molecules.11,12 The observed modification of absorbance differs from molecule to molecule and can originate from a variety of effects. First, some molecules may undergo “chemical” modifications in contact with a metal surface13–15 as their electron distribution is slightly redistributed the absorption of light can display measurable spectral shifts. This type of effect is highly molecule-dependent. Second, one may expect changes in absorbance of a more electromagnetic nature: it is well known that the presence of a metallic surface can substantially affect the radiation of a classical dipole;10,16 this may cause enhancement or quenching as commonly studied in the context of plasmonics, but also redirection of radiation and spectral shifts. The latter may also arise from dye–dye interactions, through electromagnetic coupling between induced dipoles.17,18 In order to elucidate the exact physical origin of the observed modified absorption, it is necessary to disentangle the different types of mechanisms. Classical electromagnetic (EM) theory can be used to model the effects of both dye–dye interactions (including J- or H-aggregates) and of electromagnetic modes supported by the nanoparticle on the optical properties of adsorbed dye layers. The former is well understood on flat films19 and was more recently studied for spherical shells.17 For the latter, the most common model considers the dye layer as an isotropic medium with an effective dielectric function accounting for the dye resonance.20–27 The EM problem is then solved with a given computational framework, such as Mie theory for spheres,23,26,27 quasi-static approximations22–24,28 (for spheroids), or FDTD29,30 among others. Although successful at describing qualitatively the experiments, (including anti-crossing of resonances21,25), such
a phenomenological model of the dye layer has several limitations. First, it does not take explicitly into account the dye surface concentration (affecting dye–dye interactions), which means that the effective dielectric function is empirical and not derived from the bare optical absorption and dye surface coverage. This makes it difficult to relate spectral changes to their underlying microscopic origin. Second, such ad hoc effective medium models do not generally account for the anisotropy of the optical response of the molecular layer, which can be quite strong for dyes that typically adsorb on a metallic surface with a well-defined orientation (for example often flat for planar organic dyes). Despite recent attempts at addressing these problems, it is still not clear whether an effective medium shell model, even improved, would be capable of reproducing all the features of such a system. In any case, an improved effective medium model would need to be benchmarked against a more realistic microscopic model.

Here we develop such a microscopic model for the theoretical description of classical electromagnetic effects for molecular dipoles adsorbed on a spherical core particle. Our model is based on a rigorous solution of the Maxwell equations combining a coupled-dipole description of the interaction of light with multiple dye molecules, with the Mie theory to describe the multipolar contributions from the core nanoparticle to the combined system. For the sake of illustration, we focus on the specific case of dye molecules surrounding a metal sphere, with the molecular absorption detuned from the plasmon resonance, in line with recent experiments (ESI Fig. S1†). The theoretical framework is however much more general, and could readily be applied to other types of emitters or nanoparticles, to dielectric nano-resonators, and also in the context of strong coupling, superradiance, Förster resonant energy transfer, and related effects involving near-field electromagnetic coupling between emitters in the vicinity of a nanoparticle.

1. Theory

We consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1, with a collection of \( N \) point electric dipoles \( \mathbf{p}_i \) located at \( \mathbf{r}_i \) and embedded in a homogeneous, non-absorbing, isotropic and non-magnetic infinite medium characterised by a real dielectric function \( \varepsilon_1 \). This discrete collection of point dipoles represents polarisable molecules surrounding a spherical core nanoparticle, characterised by a dielectric function \( \varepsilon_2 \). The combined scatterer (dipoles + sphere) is subject to an incident electric field \( \mathbf{E}^{\text{INC}} \) taken here as a plane wave. The response of each point dipole \( \mathbf{p}_i \) is assumed local and linear and described by a polarisability tensor \( \mathbf{P} \) (possibly different for each molecule) as \( \mathbf{p}_i = \mathbf{P}_i \mathbf{E} \), where \( \mathbf{E} \) denotes the net electric field at the position \( \mathbf{r}_i \).

The rigorous solution of this electromagnetic problem in the absence of the sphere falls in the realm of the coupled-dipole method and presents many similarities with the popular Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA). The presence of the embedding medium (\( \varepsilon_1 \neq 1 \)) adds a number of complications due to the difference between microscopic and macroscopic fields and the related local field correction. As several definitions are possible to account for these, we provide a brief summary of our implementation of the coupled-dipole method in a medium in section S2 (ESI†). We will now generalise this approach to account for the sphere. We note that a possible alternative approach to the problem would be to use the DDA framework to discretise the nanoparticle and consider its interaction with the surrounding molecular dipoles. Such an approach would meet considerable difficulties for the configuration we consider. The DDA generally discretises scatterers in cubic lattices of point dipoles, with isotropic polarisability. In order to accurately reproduce the optical response of metal nanoparticles, a very large number of dipoles would be required, and combining anisotropic dipoles at arbitrary positions with the DDA model of the nanoparticle would be difficult. In addition, the cubic discretisation of the particle shape introduces an artificially rough surface. Since we are considering molecular dipoles at a very close distance from the nanoparticle, of the order of the discretisation size, the dipole–particle interaction would not be accurately described, as artefacts of near-field amplitude and polarisation would be introduced. For these reasons we chose to develop an original hybrid method, combining the coupled-dipole model with Mie theory to describe rigorously and efficiently the nanoparticle’s response.

1.1 Generalised coupled-dipole equations

The electric field \( \mathbf{E}_i \) may be formally decomposed as the sum of the incident field \( \mathbf{E}^{\text{INC}}_i \), plus the incident field scattered by the sphere \( \mathbf{E}^{\text{SPH}}_i \), and the total field scattered by the other dipoles. The self-consistent system of generalised coupled-dipole equations thus takes the form

\[
\mathbf{E}_i = \mathbf{E}_i^{\text{INC}} + \mathbf{E}_i^{\text{SPH}} + \sum_{j \neq i} \mathbf{P}_{ij} \mathbf{E}_j + \sum_{j \neq i} \mathbf{P}_{ji} \mathbf{E}_j,
\]

(1)
where the Green tensor describing the coupling between dipoles $i$ and $j$ is decomposed in two contributions: $\tilde{G}_{ij} = \tilde{G}(r_i, r_j)$ expresses the standard dipole–dipole interaction between dipoles $i$ and $j$ in an infinite homogeneous medium, while the additional contribution $\tilde{S}_{ij}$ describes the dipole–dipole interaction mediated by the sphere, calculated using generalised Mie theory (see ESI sections S2 and S3† for explicit formulas). We note that $\tilde{S}_{ij}$ is non-zero, and corresponds to the self-reaction of dipole $i$ due to the sphere (akin to a “reflected field” acting back on the dipole itself) as in the standard coupled-dipole formalism, optical reciprocity imposes the symmetry $\tilde{G}_{ij} = \tilde{G}_{ji}$, however the product $\tilde{G}_{ij}\tilde{G}_{ji}$ breaks this symmetry for an arbitrary pair of polarisabilities $\tilde{p}_i$ and $\tilde{p}_j$ (e.g. for different molecules, or anisotropic identical molecules rotated to different orientations). The coupled-dipole equations are often presented in a different form, in terms of the dipole moments $p_i$, but this equivalent formulation in terms of the self-consistent macroscopic fields $E_i$ is more suitable for the purpose of this work, as the solution of eqn (1) does not involve the matrix inverse $\tilde{p}_i^{-1}$, which is problematic for uniaxial molecules.

This linear system of $3N$ equations is cast in matrix form by grouping the fields $E_i$, $p_i$, $E_i^{\text{inc}}$ and $E_i^{\text{Sph}}$ into column vectors of length $3N$. The matrix equation then reads,

$$\vec{A}E = E^{\text{inc}} + E^{\text{Sph}},$$

where $\vec{A}$ is the full interaction matrix obtained by combining the $3 \times 3$ Green tensors $\tilde{G}_{ij}$ and $\tilde{S}_{ij}$,

$$\vec{A}_{ij} = \begin{cases} I_3 - \tilde{S}_{ii} \tilde{p}_i & i = j, \\ \tilde{G}_{ij} \tilde{p}_i - \tilde{S}_{ij} \tilde{p}_j & i \neq j. \end{cases}$$

Solving eqn (2) numerically provides the self-consistent macroscopic fields $E_i$ from which we can derive the dipole moments $p_i$, as in the standard coupled-dipole theory.

In order to allow direct comparison of the solution of eqn (2) with experimental results, we seek far-field cross-sections that describe the entire coupled system (sphere and dipoles) in response to an incident plane wave. While the standard coupled-dipole expressions could be used to calculate the absorption, scattering and extinction from the set of dipole moments in response to the incident field, it is important to remark that the results would correspond to a quantity that is not directly accessible to experiments — what is measured is the response of the combined system, namely dipoles and sphere.

The total cross-sections can be obtained following the generalised Mie theory formalism, now considering the self-consistent dipole moments as sources of radiation, expanded into a common basis of vector spherical wavefunctions, together with the incident plane wave, and calculating the total scattered field from this combined excitation. These formulas give the far-field cross-sections of the combined system (see ESI section S3† for details).

In some situations, for example at low dye concentrations, the dye contribution may be hidden in the much stronger optical response of the metal colloid. In such cases, one can subtract the corresponding cross-section for the bare sphere (with no dipoles, i.e. solving a different scattering problem) to obtain the differential cross-section, for example for absorption,

$$\sigma_{\text{abs}} = \sigma_{\text{abs}}^{(\text{sphere}+\text{dipoles})} - \sigma_{\text{abs}}^{(\text{sphere only})}. \tag{4}$$

It is important to note that because of the coupled nature of this system, $\sigma_{\text{abs}}$ is not in general equal to the absorption cross-section of the induced dipoles only (which would be much simpler to calculate), as the dipoles also induce currents within the nanosphere that contribute to the total absorption.

We will refer to this approach as the generalised Coupled-Dipole Method (GCDM), which we apply to specific model systems in the remainder of this article. All calculations were performed using Matlab on a high-end PC; the limiting factor in our implementation is the maximum number of dipoles (up to several thousand), dictated by the size of the linear system (eqn (2)).

## 2 Results

The presence of a core sphere adds considerable complexity to the already-rich optical response of interacting dye molecules in arbitrary 3D configurations, which we recently investigated. The core particle, especially when metallic or of high refractive index, can substantially modify the intensity and polarisation of the local field exciting the dipoles, and also their coupling. The plasmonic effect associated with the increased field intensity can be studied within standard Mie theory and is well documented, as it is the primary enhancement mechanism in surface-enhanced spectroscopies. We will here instead focus on the additional effects that are not captured in standard electromagnetic models but arise naturally within our generalised coupled-dipole model namely: the self-reflected field (image dipole effect), dye–dye interactions, and dye orientation effects.

### 2.1 Model system

To limit the parameter space, we focus on a specific system where a variety of interactions are clearly illustrated. The core particle is chosen as a silver nanosphere, with dielectric function $\varepsilon_1$, taken from ref. 9, embedded in water (of dielectric constant $\varepsilon_1 = 1.33^2$). This choice of particle introduces plasmon resonances with dramatic effects on the optical response, and is directly relevant to many experiments. We assessed the effect of the sphere radius in the range $R = 10$ nm–30 nm and found that, beside the standard plasmonic effect on the field enhancement (red-shift of the resonance and radiative damping), the nanosphere radius does not impact any of our conclusions in this range. Larger radii do however significantly increase the computational challenge at high dye coverage because of the substantial increase in the number of dipoles. For example, at a coverage of $\rho = 1$ dye per nm$^2$, the simulations involve ~2500 dipoles for $R = 14$ nm and more than
For the dye, we restrict our study to isotropic and uniaxial polarisability tensors, which again covers many relevant experiments. The frequency-dependent polarisability is taken as a single Lorentzian lineshape to easily identify shifts and/or broadening of the peak. For any quantitative study of the dye–dye interaction, the magnitude of the polarisability is a crucial parameter and we therefore set it to match a specific experimental example, the dye Rhodamine 6G. Explicit expressions for the polarisability are given in ESI section S3.† The dye resonance at 526 nm is offset with respect to the plasmon resonances around 400 nm to avoid strong interactions between the plasmon and dye resonances. The strong coupling regime would certainly be interesting in its own right and can be studied in detail using our generalised coupled-dipole model, but it makes it harder, or indeed impossible, to disentangle the spectral modification in the dye’s response from that of the combined system. We therefore choose to first understand the variety of EM effects (reflected field, dye–dye interaction, dye orientation) in the weak coupling regime, before attempting to interpret the model’s predictions in a strong coupling regime with the plasmon resonance.

We also choose to focus on a sub-monolayer, low-coverage regime, which arguably yields more physical insight than higher concentrations dominated by multilayer effects. However, the optical response of the dyes is then barely visible in the much stronger NP response. For this reason, we will consider differential absorption spectra or cross-sections obtained from subtracting the bare NP spectrum from the dye-NP spectrum. When the dye and plasmon resonances are not interacting, this differential spectrum provides an insight into the modified absorbance of the dye on the colloid and may be accessed experimentally,11 enabling a direct comparison.

2.2 Self-reflected field and image-dipole effect

Before considering interactions between multiple dyes, it is instructive to revisit the response of a single dipole near the sphere. This is a standard microscopic model for the electromagnetic enhancement in surface-enhanced spectroscopies.18,47 The sphere’s response is typically calculated using the Mie theory and the resulting electric field is then used to deduce the induced dipole and its optical response. This approach however ignores the self-reflected field, i.e. the field created by the dipole and reflected by the sphere, which is also not included in the effective-medium approximation.11 Our generalised coupled-dipole model does take into account this interaction through the terms $S_\Omega$. This self-reflected field can also be investigated simply by considering a single dipole, for which the reflected field is obtained as $E^R = S_\Omega P$. We note that this self-reaction, sometimes referred to as image-dipole effect, was considered early-on as a possible mechanism for SERS enhancements48–50 and has been revisited more recently in the context of surface-enhanced Raman51,52 and fluorescence53 processes. In all these cases, the self-reflected field was computed in the electrostatic limit assuming that the dipole sits at a distance $d$ from a planar metal surface. This simpler EM problem can be solved using the method of images,54 where the reflected field is given by the field created by the dipole image evaluated at the real dipole’s position (see ESI section S5† for full expressions).

Such predictions are compared in Fig. 2 with the exact results derived from the GCDM. We see that the electrostatic-planar approximation is rather accurate in the range of parameters investigated here. In fact, further calculations revealed that the small discrepancy can be largely attributed to the contribution of the sphere to the total absorption in the GDCM, which is not considered in the simple image-dipole model.
This good agreement suggests that the “reflected” field is not affected much by the curvature of the sphere, the sphere’s localised plasmon resonances, or retardation effects. This is an important result as it suggests that this simple approximation may equally apply to a wide range of other particle shapes. We can also point out two other important observations:

• The accurate calculation of the reflected field for a sphere requires the inclusion of a large number \( n_{\text{max}} \) of multipoles (see Fig. 3b). A similar truncation is in fact required to compute the field created by one dipole at another location via the interaction with the sphere, which means that a large \( n_{\text{max}} \) must be used for all our calculations, especially for the lowest \( d \).

• One advantage of the GCDM over the planar electrostatic approximation is that it also predicts the effect of the single dipole on the absorbance/resonance of the sphere. This is evident in the differential absorption spectrum in the derivative like spectral shape around the plasmon resonance, which reflects the plasmon resonance shift resulting from the presence of a single polarisable dipole on the sphere surface (not shown here, but visible in Fig. 5 for example).

### 2.3 Dimer of interacting dyes

We now focus on dye–dye interactions, which are expected to become increasingly important as the coverage increases. In order to better disentangle the various electromagnetic interaction mechanisms, we first consider a minimal system comprising a dimer of uniaxial dipoles placed symmetrically about the \( z \) axis at a distance \( d \) above the sphere’s surface, with inter-dipole separation \( s \) (Fig. 3). The dipole–dipole and dipole–sphere coupling terms are strongly orientation-dependent, and we therefore distinguish 3 different dipole orientations with corresponding polarisation/incidence for the incident electric field. We note that for sub-wavelength systems the incident wave’s direction of propagation is not as important as that of the electric field, as retardation effects play but a minor role. It is instructive to compare the response of a dimer as a function of separation with and without the sphere (top vs. bottom rows). The dashed black line, identical in all panels, shows the single isolated dye’s Lorentzian lineshape for reference. Without the sphere, we confirm the well-characterised red-shift and blue-shift of the absorption peak as the separation between dipole decreases, corresponding to J-aggregate and H-aggregate configurations (head-to-tail vs. side-by-side induced dipoles, respectively).

Such spectral shifts are retained when the silver sphere is added to the simulations, however with important changes in intensities. Head-to-tail induced dipoles are parallel to the metal surface in this configuration and therefore experience a quenching in the differential absorbance (panel (d)), as the local electric field near the surface of a good metal can only have a very small tangential component (vanishing in the limit of a perfect conductor). Side-by-side induced dipoles may be parallel or perpendicular to the metal surface (panels (e) and (f), respectively), and the presence of the sphere serves to quench (respectively enhance) the differential absorption cross-section; this amplification is due to the local field enhancement factor \( |E_{\perp}|^2 / |E_0|^2 \) or \( |E_{\parallel}|^2 / |E_0|^2 \) experienced by molecules near the metal surface.

For the fixed distance \( d = 1 \text{ nm} \) considered in Fig. 3 the predicted spectral shifts are very similar with and without the sphere, suggesting that the sphere’s contribution is largely to enhance (or quench) the local field, but that it is not substantially affecting the dipole–dipole interaction. In other words,
the Green tensor’s contribution due to the sphere, $\tilde{S}_{ij}$, is relatively small in comparison to the free-space coupling term $\tilde{G}_{ij}$.

This observation is by no means general, but merely reflects the relatively large separation ($d = 1$ nm) between dipoles and sphere. The effects of a lower distance $d = 0.4$ nm are illustrated in Fig. 4, where we compare the relative strength of the free-space and sphere-mediated coupling terms, $\tilde{G}$ and $\tilde{S}$, respectively, on a dimer with separation $s = 1$ nm. The full electromagnetic response (red curve) requires in this case a full account of all terms, namely: (i) the dipole–dipole interaction in the medium ($\tilde{G}$) introduces a shift from the isolated dipole response (dashed curve vs. dotted curve); (ii) the single dipole near the sphere experiences a substantial shift due to the dipole image effect ($\tilde{S}_{ii}$, purple curve); (iii) the combination of both effects, and cross-coupling mediated by the sphere ($\tilde{S}_{ij}$) also contributes to the interaction. We can artificially disable the sphere-mediated coupling $\tilde{S}$ entirely (blue curve), or only the diagonal blocks $\tilde{S}_{ii}$ responsible for self-reaction (green curve), to confirm that all terms contribute. We note that the dipole-image effect alone cannot explain the spectral shifts of the dimer; in other words, we cannot consider the response of the dimer near the sphere as two effective dipoles renormalised by their respective image dipole. The sphere-mediated coupling term $\tilde{S}$ is required to account for the cross-coupling between the two dipoles, not just the individual sphere-mediated self-reaction.

Finally, the presence of a metal sphere may also affect dipole–dipole interactions through modification of the field polarisation. This is particularly striking in circular dichroism (Fig. 5), which is extremely sensitive to relative orientations. A chiral dimer of dipoles is a simple model for optical activity, which can reveal the physical origin of the typical bi-signated Cotton effect observed in circular dichroism spectroscopy of molecules with several chromophores, or, more recently, artificial assemblies of metal nanoparticles. In Fig. 5(a) we consider a dimer of uniaxial molecular dipoles, without the sphere, and calculate the orientation-averaged circular dichroism by taking the difference in absorption cross-sections for left- and right-circularly polarised light. The dimer with a dihedral angle of $\theta = 90^\circ$ is achiral, as it allows two planes of symmetry, and consequently the circular dichroism vanishes. For a slight dissymmetry, with $\theta = 85^\circ$, a characteristic bi-signated lineshape is predicted. In contrast, the same dimer placed above a metal sphere can break this symmetry even for $\theta = 90^\circ$ and present a strong circular dichroism signal (Fig. 5(b)), interestingly with a reversed spectral shape. The disymmetric dipole–dipole interaction with left- and right-circularly polarised light is strongly affected by the coupling mediated by the sphere; in turn, the dipoles also induce a strong circular dichroism response in the spectral region of the plasmon resonance (350–400 nm), which has been suggested as a promising mechanism of enhancement of naturally-weak optical activity signals.
With these different contributions distinguished, we may now summarise how the core particle affects the dipole–dipole interaction in this core–shell configuration. Besides the local-field enhancement (or quenching) of absorption, there are two aspects to the dipole–sphere interaction: first, a single dipole will experience an interaction via its self-field, “reflected” by the sphere. For distances below 1 nm, this effect rises very rapidly and causes a dramatic red-shift. The second effect, more subtle, is to modify the inter-dipole interaction through the additional field mediated by the sphere. The net result is to modify the spectral shift due to the dipole–dipole coupling and the field polarisation/orientation effects.

2.4 Spherical shells of interacting dyes

Although dimers with specific relative orientations can capture the essential physics and predict red or blue shifts depending on the electromagnetic interaction between induced dipoles, a quantitative description of a large collection of dye molecules with specific relative positions and orientations requires an explicit account of all their pair-wise interactions. In a recent study we highlighted the importance of collective effects in a complex 3-dimensional geometry such as a spherical arrangement of anisotropic dipoles. This situation carries, with additional complexity, to the case of core–shell structures where the core particle can strongly influence the local field intensity, polarisation, as well as self-reaction and dipole–dipole coupling.

We illustrate in Fig. 6 the effect of a silver core particle on the differential absorption spectrum of three configurations of dye molecules, with idealised representative adsorption geometries: isotropic dipoles; uniaxial dipoles pointing radially; uniaxial dipoles oriented tangentially at random. Panels (a)–(c) consider the dipole–dipole interactions in the spherical shell geometry without any core particle. The results for a shell of isotropic dipoles (a) closely resembles the predictions of a simple effective-medium approximation, namely the splitting of the main absorption line with increasing dye concentration into a main red-shifted peak, associated with head-to-tail interactions between neighbouring induced dipoles, and a weaker blue-shifted band associated with side-by-side interactions. This interpretation is supported by the simpler spectral response exhibited by uniaxial dipoles: the radially-oriented dipoles are locally almost parallel (panel (b)), and show only a blue shift as the surface concentration increases; similarly, the tangentially-oriented dipoles favour a head-to-tail interaction between near neighbours (panel (c)).

The bottom panels (d)–(f) introduce a 14 nm radius silver sphere at the centre of the shell of dipoles. The core–shell separation is $d = 1$ nm, chosen for consistency with previous work. Qualitatively, the coverage-dependent spectral shifts follow the same trends as in the void-core situation except for the predicted intensities. These are strongly affected by the presence of the metal core because of the wavelength and polarisation dependence of the local field enhancement factor, as for the dimer discussed earlier. The predicted spectral shifts are also affected by the presence of the sphere but to a lesser extent. We nevertheless emphasise again that these shifts can only be quantitatively predicted by a model where all electromagnetic interactions are duly accounted for, including dye–dye interactions and their orientation/polarisation dependence. Future effective medium shell models for this problem could in fact be tested by their ability to reproduce the predictions of Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Effect of a metal core particle on the dipole–dipole interaction between dye molecules at a distance $d = 1$ nm in a spherical core–shell geometry. (Top) Void shell results (no core). (a) Isotropic dipoles; (b) uniaxial dipoles, radially-oriented; (c) uniaxial dipoles, tangentially-oriented at random. (Bottom) Corresponding simulated spectra with a 14 nm radius silver spherical core. The dashed black line common to all panels shows the free dye’s absorption spectrum in the medium, for reference.
3 Comparison to experiments

Using the experimental approach described in ref. 11, we can measure the differential absorbance cross-section of dye molecules adsorbed onto metallic nanoparticles. We focus specifically on the case of Rhodamine 6G (RH6G) adsorbed on Cl\textsuperscript{-} ion-coated 30 nm-radius silver nanospheres, as previously studied.\textsuperscript{11} Because of electrostatic interaction, RH6G adsorbs efficiently on the nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{65} Assuming 100% adsorption efficiency, we can estimate the dye coverage from the ratio of dye concentration \( c_d \) to NP concentration \( c_{NP} \): \( \rho = (c_d/c_{NP})/(4\pi R^2) \). The dye–dye interaction effects discussed earlier can therefore be evidenced experimentally by varying the dye concentration. The two main parameters that can be adjusted in the theory (and are not easily determined by experiments) are the distance \( d \) to the surface, assumed constant, and the orientation of the dye, whose optical response is assumed uniaxial. A detailed experimental investigation is outside the scope of this work, but we nevertheless show in Fig. 7 representative experimental results (see ref. 11 for full experimental details) along with the predictions of the GCDM theory. Note that the comparison with experimental data in this section is not aimed at drawing definite conclusions, but rather at highlighting the diversity and richness of mechanisms that need to be considered when interpreting them. This reinforces the importance of a model, like the GCDM, that is able to capture all these effects under one theoretical framework.

The modified absorption spectrum at the lowest coverage (red curve in Fig. 7a) is red-shifted to 538 nm compared to the original absorption of RH6G in water (dotted line), which peaks at 526 nm. This might be explained by the image dipole effect, but we show in Fig. 7a (blue curve) that adjusting the distance to \( d = 0.5 \) nm to match the observed spectral shift of the main peak does not reproduce well the spectral lineshape. In particular, the high-energy shoulder does not shift enough and the ratio of peak intensities disagrees with the experimental observations. An alternative explanation is a chemical change in the molecule itself, i.e. a modification of the electronic structure and therefore polarisability of the dye upon adsorption of the metal. To study the coverage dependence, we therefore assume the following strategy: we choose a distance \( d = 1 \) nm to minimise the image-dipole shift and empirically define a modified polarisability (dashed line), labelled RH6G\textsuperscript{*}, that is artificially shifted to reproduce the low-concentration experimental spectrum. The resulting prediction (Fig. 7a, purple curve) is by construction close to the experiment at the lowest coverage, except around 450 nm where the predicted differential absorbance is negative (see discussion below). We ensured that the oscillator strength of RH6G\textsuperscript{*} is the same, so the magnitude of the absorption spectrum can only be adjusted to match experiments by specifying the orientation with a tilt angle of \( \theta = 75^\circ \) with respect to the normal. We note that this is different to another recent indirect inference of the orientation of RH6G on silver colloids,\textsuperscript{66} where a more normal orientation was deduced. This discrepancy might be attributed to the different halide co-ion or to the aggregation state of the

Fig. 7 Comparison of predicted differential absorbance spectra with experiments. (a) The lowest-concentration data (red curve) are used to infer the isolated-dye response when adsorbed onto silver colloids. To match the observed spectral shift from the bare dye (dotted line), the blue curve considers a single dipole oriented at 75 degrees from the sphere surface, and positioned at a distance \( d = 0.5 \) nm, adjusted so that the image-induced shift matches the observed position of the main peak. The purple curve considers instead a single dipole at a distance \( d = 1 \) nm (negligible image dipole effect), but with a modified polarisability, corresponding to the dashed curve (labelled RH6G\textsuperscript{*}). (b) Experimental differential absorbance spectra as a function of surface concentration. (c) Predicted differential absorbance spectra as a function of surface concentration. The dipoles are positioned randomly with a minimal exclusion distance of 0.7 nm, and oriented at 75\(^\circ\) from the normal.
colloid: Br$^-$-aggregated colloids in ref. 66 whereas the low Cl$^-$ concentration does not induce any aggregation in our experiments.

With this new polarisability and tilt angle, we can now predict the concentration-dependence of the differential absorbance spectrum, and compare it to the experimental observations. The latter are shown in Fig. 7b, where they have been normalised by the number of adsorbed dyes. We note that a baseline correction is applied to these differential spectra, which implicitly assumes that the spectra approach zero around 450 nm. $^{11}$ Nevertheless, we observe a clear increase in the relative intensity of the short-wavelength absorption peak as the coverage increases, which should be reproduced by the model. The GCDM’s predictions are shown for comparison in Fig. 7c (the tilt-angle dependence of these predictions and the effect of uniform vs. random coverage are also further discussed in section S5†). These predictions were obtained with a sphere radius of $R = 30$ nm in order to describe more accurately the local field enhancement factor and its spectral dependence. $^8$ Overall the model satisfactorily predicts the observed spectral changes as a function of surface coverage. The relative intensity of the main peak and the high-energy shoulder are seen to evolve in good agreement with the observations. A closer inspection reveals that the model predicts a larger blue-shift of the high-energy peak and an increased broadening of the main peak than observed. Another discrepancy is that the scale of concentrations (or coverage $\rho$) required to match the spectral changes in the experimental data is substantially larger than expected. A possible interpretation for all these discrepancies is the formation of RH6G dimers on the NP surface. Our simulations assume a relatively homogeneous coverage of the colloids, but in reality the adsorption process may occur more randomly, or even lead to preferential dimerisation. The results presented in Fig. 7c take into account this inhomogeneous coverage with a minimal exclusion distance to avoid non-physical dipole–dipole interactions, and yield a spectral broadening, particularly at the low-energy end. If the dye has a tendency to form dimers on the surface, such aggregates would have a fixed distance, dictated by the interaction energy of the dimer, resulting in better-defined peaks and a faster concentration-dependence of the spectral evolution, as observed in the experiment (Fig. 7b). Although such a conclusion cannot be drawn here from a single set of experimental data, we note that the formation of RH6G dimers on silver nanoparticles was also deduced by others using different types of experiments. $^{17}$

Finally, the model also predicts that differential absorbance should in fact be negative around 450 nm (due to the shift of the dipolar plasmon resonance). This should inform future experiments, as it highlights the need for more reproducible data that do not require a baseline correction.

## 4 Conclusions

We have introduced an original electromagnetic model to simulate the optical properties of molecular dipoles in close proximity to a spherical core particle. Our scheme combines the coupled-dipole model, to describe interactions between molecules, with rigorous multipolar interactions mediated by the sphere calculated from generalised Mie theory. In the case of a metal core particle, highly-relevant in surface-enhanced spectroscopies, we predict strong modifications of the dipole–dipole interaction. We applied the model to a simple dimer geometry to highlight the key electromagnetic interaction mechanisms that can be expected to occur in realistic molecule–nanoparticle systems. We followed with a comprehensive exploration of different spherical core–shell geometries of relevance to recent experimental findings, varying the dye concentration, orientation and uniformity in coverage. The results exhibit a rich variety of spectral modifications that cannot be captured by a simple effective-medium approximation for the shell of dyes.

This model is applicable to a much wider range of systems. Molecule–nanoparticle electromagnetic interactions are central to many current research topics, beyond the illustrative examples treated in this work. Of particular interest will be the study of dielectric nano-resonators $^{33}$ with high quality factors, the dependence of strong coupling $^{29,34}$ on surface coverage and molecular orientation when the core particle sustains a resonance tuned with the molecular resonance, but also the influence of a core particle on superradiance, $^{35}$ or Föster resonant energy transfer $^{16,37}$ between collections of dipole emitters. The subtle changes in the polarisation properties of the local electric field have also promising applications in the understanding of surface selection rules and surface-enhanced optical activity near nanostructures.
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